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Question:

What are the benefits of
occlusion dentistry?
Answer:
In today’s fast-paced speed of life, people are under more stress than
ever. This stress, combined with any misalignment of the teeth and
jaws, can and does cause teeth to hurt due to increased bite force. These
increased forces cause teeth to be sensitive to temperature and chewing.
When people clench and grind, they fatigue the muscles, causing them
to spasm. The resulting muscle spasms are what are commonly called a
tension headache.
In dentistry, it is important that all biting forces are balanced and the
teeth are loaded in the proper direction. When this is achieved, tension
headaches commonly disappear, as will non-decay tooth sensitivity.
Another problem caused by bite imbalance is cracked and fractured
teeth. A correct bite alignment will greatly reduce future tooth breakage.
The first line of treatment for bite imbalance is usually a bite (occlusal)
adjustment. This is accomplished by gently reshaping all the teeth,
focusing mostly on the back teeth. One of the newer innovations we
use is the Tek-Scan, which gives us a digital snapshot of a mouth’s bite
forces, bite location, and center of all force. The increased accuracy that
the Tek-Scan offers allows us to get the best results possible during all
dental treatments.
The 2-D Tek-Scan graph (inset left) shows a center-of-force flag,
which gives an overall view of the bite and visualization of its balance
or imbalance. The 3-D view (inset right) gives better visualization of the
force placed upon each tooth and does so in a movie format, allowing

views from the initial bite all the way through the end of the bite.
This technology is ideal for making sure that the bite forces are ideal
on implants, as incorrect loading will cause implant parts’ failure or
potential implant loss.
If you have any questions about occlusion dentistry, please stop by for
a consultation.
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